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Find what fits your car

-- select car make --
Alfa Romeo
Aston Martin
Audi
Bentley
Blaupunkt?
BMW
Chrysler
Citroen
Dodge
Fiat
Ford
Honda
Infiniti
Jeep
Lancia
Landrover
Lexus
Mazda
Mercedes Benz
Mini
Mitsubishi
Nissan
Peugeot
Rover
Seat
Skoda
Smart
Subaru
Toyota
Volkswagen
Volvo



-- select car model--



-- select year--



No matches found.


View full vehicle compatibility guide
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GROM-VLine VL2 Kits

See Details
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GROM-USB3 USB iPhone Kits

See Details
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GROM-BT3 Bluetooth Car Kits

See Details
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GROM-MST4 Fiber-optic Kits

See Details
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GROM-AUX1 Aux-Input kits

See Details
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Accessories

See Details



  

Why GROM?
For us at GROM, music and driving are the unison of our two great passions. Yet, the dangers of distracted driving demonstrate the need for tech to enjoy music and navigation safely. Our products provide solution that is easy to use and install.
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Our car kits are compatible with portable devices, including iPhones/iPad/iPod and Android
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GROM PRODUCTS
Check out our videos for more information on how our car kits provide music stream, GPS navigation via Bluetooth or USB connection without changing factory stereo OEM.
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LEARN MORE
Our latest infotainment system (VLine) provides access to the music and navigation apps while retaining factory stereo. Voice activation technology calls for safety while driving. Currently available for select Lexus/Toyota and Infiniti/Nissan vehicles.
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY ABOUT US


GROM is fully committed to providing the best possible products for our customers. We are always happy to hear what our customers have to say and thought that we would share some customer comments.
“A great piece of kit. Keeps your car clear of “add on” gadgets cluttering the dashboard as all hidden.  The chasing of the microphone cable around the trim took some time, but worth it. Great sound quality both from the music and phone. I can even use Siri to make calls!
Also, great customer support from Richard.”
Paul


2020-07-10                                    

Purchased a Vline LEX5 kit for my GS350H, all I can say is WOW having carplay running on this old radio is just awesome!
Andrew 


2020-07-10                                    

Just to say the more I use your unit on my Volvo C30 the more I am  impressed by the way it works so so well.
Really pleased I bought it.

Leo


2020-07-10                                    

I bought a BT3 to my Volvo S60 with premium sound and I can say that it is clearly the best thing I ever bought to a car, no problem at all and it sounds absolutely wonderful. Thanks for a great product.
David


2020-07-10                                    

i just wanted to say a massive thank you for assisting me today with this unit ! it's rare to find good service these days, my trips over the festive season will be much more enjoyable.
thank you
Dan

Dan


2020-07-10                                    
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Newsletter
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